Progetto Bolide Concept is the Future from the Past Ready for the Present [w/ Video]

When two Italian design firms get together for a project, the results are bound to be extraordinary. And the Progetto Bolide Concept, a yacht developed jointly by Tankoa Yachts of Genoa and Exclusive Design of Rome, certainly fits the bill. This 256’ dreamboat introduces itself with a striking exterior inspired by last century’s futurism movement and featuring nearly 2,800 square feet of glass, which results in a bright and airy interior that includes a gym, a wine cellar with Wi-Fi to aid in locating a particular bottle, loads of lounge space, and an owner’s suite that occupies the top two decks.

Tankoa Yachts say a pair of potent CAT engines can push the Progetto Bolide Concept to a cruising speed of 12.5 knots and a top speed of 18 knots. Then again, with this much class and content aboard, we don’t see why the person(s) who would commission this boat would be in much of a hurry to get where they’re going.